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Ch VI:  “Between the Mountain and the Stone:”  
The Hustle of Syrian Men in Beirut 

 
       
                    In one and the same fire, clay grows hard  

      and wax melts (Francis Bacon) 
 

 
I never knew their real names.  Like many migrant workers Awad and Khaldun had 

multiple aliases, cloaks from a wardrobe used for anonymity and safety.  Both were young Syrian 

men who worked in a bathhouse in Beirut, near Cola, starting work in the afternoon, and staying 

until closing at 2 am. They were in their early twenties and exuded their youth. Awad’s jawline 

seemed chiseled from a mountain quarry and Khaldoun’s piercing light green eyes from mined 

gems.  In one glance they seemed adolescent, in the next, you caught a shadow of the men they 

were each becoming.   

My partner George and I met up with them one summer night in 2007. They proposed we 

go to a new “gay” club that had opened just north of Beirut.1 The club was underwhelming and 

empty and the night uneventful.  As we left we ran into two guys who were late arriving. One of 

them had dated a good friend when I was a graduate student in Beirut (2004-2006). I hadn’t seen 

him in years and we started chatting. His friend walked towards the building; Awad and Khaldoun 

towards the car.  We briefly caught up and then he asked, “why are you with them [nodding his 

head towards Awad and Khaldoun]. You should be with Lebanese.” He noted that we were 

“American so we didn’t have to be with Syrians.”2 He insinuated we were more than friends, but 

also that they were rent-boys/prostitutes. He pointed towards a hierarchy which placed Syrians 

sexually, and socially, on a lower rung of value.  

 Later that summer (2007) Awad and Khaldun suggested we drive up to the mountains to 

hang out with some of their friends. The next day we drove out of Beirut ascending the Damascus 
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Highway. We passed the famed summering center of Aley, which in all actuality is now one 

quadrant in an urban sprawl from Beirut. From Aley we drove to another summering location, 

Bhamdoun, and moved laterally on the face of the mountain. We curved down small roads and 

passed land used for agriculture that was interspersed between large extravagant villas likely built 

by Lebanese from abroad or summering Gulf Arabs.  Older pre-war structures remained that were 

used for the same purpose in the same season, but before the war.  After ten minutes we reached a 

driveway and saw both types of buildings side-by-side.  A large villa was covered with what would 

be beautiful Lebanese stone in any other context, yet here the architecture seemed bloated through 

the curves.  It was flanked by a small older home of two floors, likely from the 1950s, with a huge 

veranda spreading meters out into the front, covered in grapevines, overlooking Beirut, which itself 

spilled into the sea down below. We were instructed to park next to the older building, we then 

went in with Khaldoun and Awad. Inside we met three young men: Khaldoun’s boyfriend, a 

Lebanese boy from the far north, and a young quiet Syrian youth, who was surely no more than 

sixteen. The home was well kept but simple and I recognized similar decorations and housewares 

from the 500-store (99-cent store) I frequented in Beirut. We chatted had juice, and coffee. It felt 

like coming into a home when the parents were away. At a certain point Khaldoun and his 

boyfriend went inside to be alone. We later found out this was their weekly rendezvous and only 

chance to spend time alone and be intimate.  They had been dating for a few months despite the 

fact that Khaldoun worked in the bathhouse and his boyfriend stayed up in the mountains. The 

young Lebanese man said he was from the far north but left because he had problems with his 

family.  He didn’t say if he fled, or departed of his own volition, but his nonheterosexual 

identity/activities/inclinations were at the core of his departure.  He ended up in urban Beirut and 

met these guys. Now he stayed with them up in this mountain house.  
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 As the conversation continued we found out that the actual owner of the properties, a Kuwaiti 

who escaped the heat of the Gulf, was sleeping in the villa next door. At this point it was becoming 

more clear that the boys stayed, or were invited, under the auspices of this man who came for 

refuge in the summer - and gave them refuge in some capacity. Khaldoun and Awad visited during 

the weekend and the other young men stayed in the small house: they were kept to entertain, 

delight, or be companions to the visiting Kuwaiti.  What I initially thought of the group of young 

men, in friendship, forming new boundaries of kinship and care, was now recast from next door.  

At a certain point the guys spoke in hushed tones, shot looks between one another, and something 

was amiss. One of them had gotten an SMS, a missed-call, or perhaps we lost track of time and it 

was approaching the neighbor’s waking hour. In a kind, yet direct manner they suggested we leave. 

We packed up, said our goodbyes, and drove off down the steep driveway. 

This chapter emerges from research between 2006-2014 with groups of lower-class Syrian 

men. It explores how migration affords employment, new socialites, and opportunities for futures 

but also for alternative sexualities and attachments. 3 In finding one’s direction in Beirut some men 

use their bodies not to construct the infrastructure of the city, nor to carry “the country on our 

backs.” Rather they deal, at times, in pleasure and companionship in the queer underbelly of this 

imagined gay capital of the Middle East. The core of this chapter concerns what is often referred 

to as “sexwork.”  Many of these men worked in bathhouses, develop clients from the street and 

work. More recently, they have used online applications to enter the queer hierarchy of Beirut.  

This chapter could be written addressing the centrality of sex work, as commoditized and 

commercialized exchanges, but it is not. Sexual acts and desires tie this chapter together, but what 

is of more pressing attention here are the attachments and intimacies that are bound on each side 

of these knots, the actual material that is tied into these actions.  
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There was a memorable call for papers from a conference in 2008 that asked how sex, in 

our “sexual” lives is understood when the act of sex might not be as central to the forms of 

“intimacy, kinship and diverse relationship forms that are not premised on erotics, desire and 

(sexual) attraction” (H-Net 2010: paragraph 2). In this chapter, rather than focusing on economic 

and transactional views of sexuality, I am intentionally trying to dislodge the actions - when, 

where, how much, what body part went where - by highlighting the other emotions that are 

wrapped into these knots of self-making, movement, and futures (see Ingold 2006, 2010; Green 

2014). As such, this chapter highlights creative, self-aware strategies, and unexpected pleasures of 

Syrian migrant men who dabble, cross into, and exploit the queer economy of Beirut. It concerns 

the affective economies and atmospheres generated around their labor in Lebanon.  

Chapter 2 of this dissertation (Summer) explored parts of the history of mobility-for-

pleasure in Lebanon. What emerged were changing sensibilities in regards to tourism and 

imaginations that surrounded the mountains in the summer. This chapter is the inverse of the 

summer – not examining those of means coming for pleasure in the summer but those coming to 

work.  Not those coming into Lebanon as gay tourists, but labor in the underbelly of Queer Beirut.  

They are in the shadow cast by this cloud of emotions from tourism.  

Syrian labor has for decades been a fundamental component of Lebanon.  While this 

chapter might seem disconnected from the larger dissertation in that it doesn’t address tourism, in 

a similar way it explores conceptions of coming and being in Lebanon related to pleasure. The 

labor of these migrants is the inverse of the tourist narrative (in addition to unmentioned lower-

class Lebanese and Palestinians). They aren’t in the aforementioned cloud of affects in in the 

summering resorts of hotels –  they are overshadowed by it and their labor helps to sustain it.  

There is another story here pertaining to the changing contexts between these two nations, 
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their borders, how bodies are marked and sorted as they cross, and the context into which these 

bodies moved (or how they occupied the other, namely the Syrian army during and after the 

Lebanese Civil War). Syrian labor and visibility in Lebanon has spanned a trajectory from 

brotherhood to contention, but in the last decades Syrian male migrants have moved and existed 

in shadows in Lebanon. These two nations were once united, and more integrated. Their current 

relations illustrate the complexities of cleaving a body in half, and then trying to account for 

movement, business, diplomacy, or sovereignty once separated. Yet, since the expulsion of the 

Syrian army, in 2005, the context has changed drastically.  The Lebanese economy boomed from 

2006-2010 and now with Syria’s War, Lebanon is inundated with refugees.4    

Jackson has argued that labor often provides our means for subsistence and noted that work 

“is the means whereby human beings create and recreate the intersubjective experience that defines 

their primary sense of who they are” (Jackson 1998: 16). How do we understand the multiple 

entwinements of labors, many uses of the body, migratory positions, and even desperation? I raise 

these intersections to signal the many dimensions of what men noted of business and sexual 

pleasure, the wide space in-between queer sexuality, desires, and identities. I explore various 

attachments, kinships and intimacies among men that often go awry. This forms a sense of home 

that is neither here nor there - not Beirut nor Syria.   A set of desires that is neither here nor there, 

that slips just as they move in space. The experience of life in queer Beirut is formed in the 

interstices of these alternating sensibilities of home, labor, love, sex, and desire.  

The first section of this chapter explores a playful, and vague, term that highlights how 

non-normative sex is referred to. This linguistic indicator, like this/in this way ( كيه ), points to a 

blurred boundary with queerness - a sense of someone, a situation, and even indexes the boundary 

of life. As such, it sidesteps conversations of identity categories and problematizes ideas of sexual 
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identity. It is more than a euphemism or a deficit of vocabulary; it is a way in fact to say more 

through an open-ended term. 

The second section briefly historicizes Syrian labor in Lebanon and ethnographically poses 

questions of coming-of-age in Beirut as well as how these men see themselves now that refugees 

have flooded into the country. 

The following section explores the body as an open-ended vessel for labor or sexwork 

through the hustle. My reason for focusing on such a seemingly simple concept, which already 

connotes a sexual exchange, is to problematize commercialized sexual activities that are often 

divorced from hierarchies of power, networks of intimacies, and a range of belonging in one’s own 

skin, as well with other men. As Parikka notes from the work of Deleuze and Guattari, we must 

break the idea of the body as a “closed model” in order to see “how bodies are continuously articled 

with their outsides” (Parikka 2010: xxiv). Part of this refusal is for how often such acts are boiled 

down to sexual activity alone (or as the main analysis). These moments are not entirely 

consummated, nor constituted, purely through sexual acts. I push the term hustling here to pertain 

not only to the role of the body but also the construction of an atmosphere. Hustling can be a 

strategic way of approaching life, making a situation work in your favor, flirting, or a way to find 

pleasure. All of these against a life which continually takes strikes at you. I have resisted writing 

this section of work for years for how often people seemingly tried to push me into these tropes 

and traps we have for commercialized sexuality. But hustling here is about movement and sex, 

present and future, and as such it becomes more like an alliance, network, or threads of intimacy 

which get tangled, torn, and pulled taut.  

The final section draws on the last few years during the conflict in Syria, via Lebanon. It 

takes the example of a young man, Jwan and his migration to Germany. His hustle to migrate and 
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move represents the wider transnational trajectories that Syrian migrants, and now refugees are all 

too familiar with. His movement into Europe highlights mobility as an endless process. It is like 

trying to walk to the horizon line - the boundary of sky and land, like the boundary of fantasy and 

reality. Certain hopes are unattainable. The horizon slips further away as you try to reach it in these 

muddled futures (see Ingold 2012). Just as Jwan had an imagination of Lebanon as a place to make 

his future during his youth, his physical movement to Germany is haunted by the same sentiment, 

the endless season of movement. These mobilities emerge in a play of being caught - here/there, 

near/far - and in the shadow of ambiguous identities. Throughout, I etch how migrant bodies 

intersect with the notions propelled by tourist narratives. 

 
 
Like This – Heik – كیھ  
 

In the winter of 2012 Jwan asked me to help his nephew Shadi register at the UNHCR as 

a refugee. Shadi had lived in Lebanon since he was ten years old and his visa had expired two 

months prior. Normally Shadi would “renew” his Lebanese visa by passing back through the 

border to Syria, then boomeranging back to Lebanon the same day.5 Now, however, the Syrian 

revolution was escalating which complicated Shadi’s return to Syria.  He faced a problem common 

of many young migrant men coming-of-age: conscription.  At this point few wanted to enter the 

Syrian army and his family feared for the real risk of his being seized at the border and put directly 

into military service given his age.6 Since he could not renew his “papers” in Lebanon, he was 

illegal, and had to carefully navigate the areas in which he lived and worked in Bourj Hammoud, 

Naba’a, and Dowra. His mobility was doubly restricted as more checkpoints developed. 

Harassment of, and policing against, Syrian bodies increased before the larger uprising. Shadi 

navigated his path home on specific roads and did not leave home after dark. If Lebanese Internal 
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Security were to ask for his ID and papers, he would theoretically be taken, deported to the Syrian 

border, and then put into service. 7  There were rumors that if he went to the UNHCR (Jnah) and 

applied for refugee status he could stay legally in Lebanon. Jwan asked if I would take him, as he 

knew I had a car, and a flexible schedule. Showing up with a foreigner at such a government office, 

he believed, would show that his nephew wasn’t just another “Syrian.”  

Two days later we all went to the UNHCR.  Jwan and I were denied entry and Shadi had 

to enter alone to make his statement. We waited in the car and talked about the process and possible 

entitlements and protections from the UNHCR.  Suddenly Jwan asked, “I heard they accept fags?”8 

I explained that in some circumstances it was possible, but it wasn’t guaranteed you’d reach a 

foreign country for resettlement. I explained by saying that being “gay” (gay), a “fag” (louthi), or 

that you “like men” (bit7ab al rajel), wasn’t enough.9 The UNHCR wanted proof of the danger and 

persecution you faced because of it.  I used these three terms to encompass a wider spectrum of 

subjectivities as each connoted something different. I asked Jwan how he heard about this policy 

and he noted that guys at the barber shop were talking about the younger brother of someone in 

Naba’a. They were debating if he might have better chances to lobby such a claim. When I asked 

Jwan if he knew the younger brother, and if he “liked men,” he said he did, but “he’s not like that 

(heik), he’s just weak.”10 I joked with Jwan that he could still marry a man from certain countries 

that granted citizenship for same-sex spouses and get his visa/ticket out. He knew that George and 

I were married (legally) but he thought of us not as a married couple but just best friends.11 He 

responded laughing, “I’m not like that” (ana mish heik).  In this instance I took this to mean he 

might have fun, he might make money from it, but this wasn’t his identity or actual preference.  

Jwan’s use of the term heik, drew a wide spectrum of activity within its ambiguous terrain, In this 

section, I will explore the phrase, arguing that it becomes a powerful way to signal things queer, 
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ascribe guilt, and attribute certain behaviors and desires though the context of this common speech 

acts.12 

Since the end of the Lebanese Civil War the neighborhoods of Bourj Hammoud and Naba’a 

have received significant populations of migrant workers in larger Beirut.  These neighborhoods 

are spliced by the bridge, which is a flyover built in the early 1990s that marks a distinct borderland 

between these districts, two part of the same municipality.13  Many men congregate, socialize, and 

use the path under the bridge as a way to work; others hang out there to escape cramped living 

conditions. In the late afternoon and evening it is also a location were other labor exists.14  As Jwan 

noted: “when you’re under the bridges and someone pulls over to ask for a pharmacy or the time” 

you know they are searching for, “something else.”15 These seemingly simple requests in an urban 

environment, were noted as excuses that signal something else: ways to engage, test, push, see if 

there were an opportunity.  On another day, walking with Jwan he pointed out a Black SUV that 

he said was making loops, back and forth, under the bridge. He said a couple of days ago that this 

car had stopped him and “he asked me the time,” I replied, “ok, and what happened after.”16 Jwan 

replied, “nothing happened, but he’s like that” (heik).17 He was implying that this man was 

cruising, looking to pick up a guy in a sexual capacity. I knew Jwan, and the context in which were 

were speaking, so I understood what he signaled by heik. Despite this, I pushed him by say, “what 

do you mean, he’s ugly, he’s handsome?”18  He retorted with another usage of mirrored referential 

meaning, “they do that thing” (by3mlou hal shi). I played stupid, pressing him further on what 

they do, and he said “they are that thing” (henne hal shi)19 - as if to typify, identify, or categorize 

a set of tices that defined this man. I can’t remember the first time I heard him, or other Syrian 

men, use heik to refer so blatantly to refer to something queer, but going through field notes it 

became clear the frequency, and the importance, that such a term could hold. 
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The power of heik is that it can quite literally refer to anything. Heik corresponds most 

directly in English to “like that,” “this way,” “in this manner” and is similar to Egyptian Arabic’s 

keda. The expression is extremely common in colloquial speech in Lebanon. Technically, heik is 

a discourse maker that can be defined as “a class of expressions, each of which signals how the 

speaker intends the basic message that follows to relate to the prior discourse” (Fraser 2009; 

Schiffrin 1988; Brinton 1996). Some examples in English are: “you know,” “right,” “so,” “I 

mean,” as well as more sophisticated and linguistically diverse subcategories. Lee has called 

discourse markers “semantically bleached” and as such, they are vessels that are filled from the 

context into which they fall (2004: 117).  They index and gesture to more than one referent because 

they emerge in a speech event, but are largely contextual (Goffman 1974). Benveniste noted how 

speech events are embedded in contexts which allowed them to be continually resignified, and as 

such, one can’t understand the iteration, how it functions, or the indexicality to which it points, 

without first grasping the context from which it emerges (1973). Therefore, heik colloquially 

references anything, but like a referential pronoun the meaning shifts depending on the speaker. In 

this analysis heik often refers to a set of acts, a commercialized sexuality, and desires that were 

queer or odd. The two following short examples illustrates examples of heik used to ambiguously 

identity a negative set of characteristics concerning nonnormative sex acts in relations to marriage. 

In 2012, Samir, another Syrian Kurdish migrant living in Naba’a, pursued a young 

woman’s hand in engagement back in Qamishlo.20  The engagement should have worked out, all 

the necessary components and blessings were secured, but it crumbled.  Samir noted that one of 

his cousins, who also worked at the bathhouse with him years ago (when they both arrived in 

Beirut) was also a suitor to marry her. Samir narrated that his cousin returned to the village in Syria 

and spread a rumor that Samir was not only working in a bathhouse, but “he told them that I was 
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like that (heik).”21 While the cousin surely didn’t use the expression heik, speaking in Kurdish, 

Samir’s recounting signaled a version of what this term could mean and how he used it to convey 

the meaning to me. It built off the context of him working in the bathhouse and by insinuating 

perhaps that he was like that – immoral, selling sex, or also a guy with poor job prospects.  His 

cousin took things one step further, however, and spread a rumor that Samir had AIDS (sida), 

which likely foreclosed any possible chance to mend this engagement. His cousin achieved his 

goal and ended up marrying this young woman.  This sabotage speaks to the gossip, surveillance 

on men by men, and the relationships with the village back in Syria that connects men with various 

types of kinships and imaginations. Samir later returned to defend himself, and do damage control. 

When he came back he noted something common, and profound, to the migrant existence: “you 

show up with no money and you failed. You show up with money and there is jealousy and they 

gossip.”22  

Another example of queer speculation and marriage concerns Jwan’s nephew Bashir who 

arrived in 2011. Jwan was the family member who received and hosted the newcomer in Lebanon.  

Bashir was sixteen and unable to find a job easily. Eventually, he worked as an assistant in a metal 

workshop wielding, and then at a car repair garage, where he plugged holes in tires. The 

“revolutions” that had happened in Tunisia and Egypt, and Syria had given rise to hope with 

respect to opportunities for transformation – in their states and personal futures. It was reported to 

me, by a mutual friend, that Jwan had introduced Bashir to the hammam because they were short 

on cash and they had to “pay the rent.”23  I’m not sure how long Bashir worked in the bathhouse 

(I never spoke to him personally about it) but as for many men who cycled through it was often in 

stints or in-between stable work.  Bashir soon moved out of his uncle’s room and I lost touch with 

him.  Jwan and Bashir’s relationship subsequently became more complicated as Bashir sought 
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Jwan’s niece’s hand in marriage in Qamishlo.  Jwan adamantly protested and he described how 

his nephew had lost his “path” in Lebanon, and became corrupted. I wondered how any adolescent 

from a rural location could be set loose in an urban setting, like Beirut, and not face some 

corruption. I reminded Jwan of the stories he told me of his own arrival in Lebanon at a similar 

age. Nonetheless, he protested, and cited the bathhouse as part of the reason why “she can’t marry 

a guy like this (heik).”  

There are other similar discourse markers in Arabic to heik, such as Tayyib (ok, good). As 

Al-Harahsheh & Kanakri noted in Jordan these discourse makers “mirror various Arabic cultural 

values” (2013: 201).24 How then we might understand heik as a way to conceal or point to 

something, without naming it. Perhaps heik functions here like a euphemism. A euphemism is a 

phrase, or word, which is used to reference something which might not be polite, or it can be a 

guise for something unpleasant or offensive. Euphemisms can be phonetic modifications (such as 

Jeez, rather than Jesus, or A-hole); figures of speech (such as “departed” for someone who has 

died, or “downsizing” rather than firing employees). Benveniste noted that a euphemism brings 

something to the surface without naming it (Benveniste 1949, Duttmann 2011).25 The user wants 

to cover up, disguise or congenialize the term or phrase.  It’s like saying something without 

tasting it in your mouth. A euphemism, then, concerns a friction and resistance but then an act of 

substitution. 

Were Jwan and Samir embarrassed to say something more definitive, or did they simply 

not have the words, the vocabulary, to render it knowable in speech? Heik is a phrase that is not 

concrete or clearly bounded. In that regard it is quite fluid in how it indexes sexuality.  Another 

aforementioned euphemism from under the bridge was, “he is that thing” (hal shi) as well, “he 

goes with guys” (byrou7 m3 alshbab). Thus, I propose we think of these terms euphemistically - 
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as powerful ways to signal feelings, actions, and the intersection of sexual practice and social 

hierarchies. Inasmuch as it signals, it also conflates and hides.  It was revelatory how sexuality was 

one part of what was indexed from these usages, as well as other vague value judgments and 

connotations. The power was in the ambiguity to say something without rigid borders. 

Some might categorize these migrants as men who have sex with men (MSM). Regardless 

of the label I argue, they are aware of the circumstances, risks, and limitations of the sexual identity 

politics at stake. A Lebanese friend in Beirut asked recently, “well, how many of them are gay,” 

to which I said “none.” Questions of sexual identity in the logic of gay/straight did not fit as identity 

categories for them. None of them self-identified as non-heterosexual. Heik becomes powerful 

because it bypasses identity and speaks to how meaning is made in practices. This context of heik 

also problematizes debates of naming and sexual identity from scholarship in the region, 

specifically Massad where he thinks about western activism and identity categories (2008, 2002). 

Heik complicates what Massad flags as an imported term – gay. Heik offers a way to think about 

the intersections of sexual practice as it overlaps with other identities and desires in one’s life. Heik 

comes to substitute for non-heterosexual acts and forms of labor. It muddles choices, sexual 

orientation and plays with implicit forms of knowledge.   

Heik slips between embarrassment, insult, refutation of guilt, to something that is more 

fluid than the terms and categories that are available.26 It is so slippery that it becomes difficult to 

remove it from these ethnographic contexts. It also mirrors the sexual tices of many of these men, 

not pinned down, slightly situational, and quick changing.  So perhaps heik was like sexual desire 

itself and a fluid sexual identity. This chapter should not imply that heik was used all over Beirut, 

or Lebanon, in the same way as described here.  A sizable group of disenfranchised lower class 

Syrian men (many Kurdish) living in Bourj Hammoud and Naba’a adopted a usage which was 
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roughly equivalent among them, in colloquial speech, for how it referenced a constellation of non-

normative behaviors and sexualities. The currency of this term might be small but as I presented 

here, points to the junctures of sexual subjectivities, desire, and switching representations of self. 

 
 
History: Syrians in the City 
 

In the sci-fi fantasy novel, The City & The City, there are two city-states that occupy one 

territory.  What seems like one city, is actually cut into pockets and divided, it functions and exists 

as two separate cities. The border between the two is visible - but both cities are in the same space.  

On a street one building is part of one nation, while on the next street it is in the other nation. The 

citizens of one city are not allowed to enter, engage or exchange with the other city, nor should 

one look at them. Thus, each citizen is socialized to “unsee” and “unhear” the other (Miéville 2009: 

94). In essence each group remove their senses and capacity for perception from the other. When 

reading this novel I was reminded of the the context of Syrians in Lebanon and how they are at 

times “unseen” even though their presence is much needed and somewhat normalized. 27 Since the 

creation of the modern nation states of Syria and Lebanon there has been a haze between the two 

nations: geopolitically, financially, and in terms of movement. In this section I will briefly 

contextualize, and historicize, the presence of Syrians in Lebanon in order to think about the 

context of their labor today and what it means to come-of-age in Beirut. 

 Figuratively, as nations look forward they rarely look down to see the shoulders on which 

they stand. I would argue this is the case in Lebanon, whereone foot rests on Syrian labor. Syrian 

migrants have historically filled a gap in the economy. Today, the labor market has become 

structured around the availability, cycles, and cost of their labor. Chapter 1 presented a discussion 

of the pleasure mobility that developed in the mountains of Lebanon through a season and how we 
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might think of these decades as a clouds of desires. That cloud was formed through promotional 

materials, idealized visions, commercial interests, and was a means for Lebanese nation building. 

These outputs of the tourism economy have historical shown an idealized tourist. What stands in 

opposition to this is the figure of the migrant, whose mobility is the unseen part of the summer 

season. Thus, the cloud of affects and desires from the leisure industry cast a shadow below onto 

Syrian labor, which props up not just tourism, but the core labor needs of the nation for decades.28 

Syrians have historically constituted the largest flow of non-nationals into the country (CAS 2008, 

2010b: sheet 6)  and migrant men have built long term, yet fluid, connections to Lebanon.  

 Syrian mobility is historically absent, or cursorily, in government statistics for decades. From 

independence this is understandable given the huge flow of visitor/workers/trade between 

Lebanon-Syria.  As chapter 1 briefly illustrated, there was a changing context for the terms of 

mobility, “summerers” ( فایطصا ) and “tourist ( حایس ) and how they pointed to different nationalities, 

types of arrivals, and markets. From the early 1960s they were gently folded into “tourists.” Syrian, 

on the other hand, were seemingly taken for granted, ignored, or simply indexed by an asterisk, or 

parenthesis noting: “excluding Syrians.” This included statistics to capture leisure travel but also 

larger state surveys of labor and movement. This stands in contrast to the fact that across these 

decades the number of Syrian bodies crossing the border was more, if not equal too, the total 

number of combined “tourist” and “summerers.” (see graphs). The inclusions/exclusion were 

clear: “foreigners” meant no “Arabs,” and “Arabs” meant no “Syrians.”29 Syrian was its own 

category which was more about labor than pleasure or the labor of constructing pleasure. 

 In 1948, 53,000 “persons” entered Lebanon “other than Syrians” – but the number of the 

travelers between Lebanon and Syria was estimated at 70,000 annually” (Badre 1950: 39). In the 

mid 1960s there was a “crisis of summering” as fewer visitors were coming to stay in the 
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mountains and more tourist developments happened along the coast (Economie 1965: 80).30 The 

“prodigious tourist boom” continued across Lebanon and in 1965 there were 600,000 visitors, half 

of which were “Arab” (Economie 1966: 80).31 There were no Syrian included in that; Syrians 

“amounted to approximately 620,000 [entries]…but many of these come only to find a lucrative 

job” (Economie 1965: 79). Historically Syrian labor in Lebanon was often historically tied to 

brotherhood, equality, mutual benefit and labor not leisure. During the Lebanese Civil War, 

demographic anxieties were not placed on the larger and more robust Syrian worker population 

but rather, onto the politically charged Palestinian, who were/are not allowed to work legally 

within the country (Chalcraft 2008). Syrians place in the country changed as politically chared 

siscourses of their bodies, labor, and presence was recast in coming decades.32 Bureaucratic 

measures were implemented to curb Syrian migration which were largely ineffective (Chalcraft 

2008). Publically there was an outcry concerning the jobs Syrians occupied and the larger role they 

played in the labor market. In short, during the Civil War increasing strife was an early tocsin of 

how Syrians’ value, as conceived by Lebanese, was changing.33 

The Ta’if Accord (1989) that ended the Lebanese Civil War granted a formal military 

Syrian presence in the country to guarantee the peace. The Syrian presence was perceived as a 

necessary to mollify over thirty years of violence. Yet retrospectively many question how much 

power Syrian officials and elites amassed during this time. Some Lebanese some still refer to this 

time as an “occupation.” Resentment grew from the Lebanese who saw Syria siphoning off the 

riches of Lebanon while keeping a strangle grip on this small but fertile nation (Norton 2007; Fisk 

2001; Weinberger 1986). While Syrian labor was “much-needed and largely [a] trouble-free 

resource” the 90s saw Syrian identities reconceptualized in the public narrative (Chalcraft 2008: 

3). More importantly, conceptions of “origin” reshaped their relationality to Lebanese as “Syrian” 
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because channeled through a new lens of “foreignness” which served to other these bodies. 

“Suddenly [Syrian workers] were signified by the phrase 'foreign labor'” (ibid). The term “foreign” 

was used before 1994 but only to refer to those who hailed from geographically far locations, such 

as south Asians (and also displaced Palestinians) (ibid). Hence, what happened in such political 

upheavals and journalistic endeavors signaled a drastic change in the discourse of how Syrians 

were imagined and the place they occupied in Lebanese discourses.   

In the fall of 2010 I was talking to Jwan and found myself at a loss for words. How could 

I express the state of feeling “desperate” in Arabic? I was striving to capture that moment when 

one has few options or directions to turn. I fell back on an expression to sketch the sentiment: 

between a rock and a hard place. My translation took a minute but I figured Jwan would 

understand the sentiment.  He shook his head in slow acknowledgment and raised his finger, 

pointing left then right, saying: “bayn al jebel w al hajjar” (between the mountain and the stone).  

Jwan was as sharp as he was playful and over the years of our friendship we would throw out 

idioms and parables in order to see how the other would respond. At times it was a similar thought, 

but from a different language and cultural reference. At others, it was a poetic “answer” to an 

expression. I often invoked my grandmothers’ “Americanisms,” and Jwan provided a wide mix of 

Lebanese, Syrian, and Kurdish euphemisms as he hailed from rural NE Syria, but had lived in 

Beirut nearly half his life.34  “Between the mountain and the stone” was said at many other points 

throughout the years and remained in my mind because it captured a metaphoric and real 

positionality in which many Syrian interlocutors in Lebanon from this chapter were, and are, 

caught. They leave Syria, often crossing mountains, entering a jagged landscape in Lebanon that 

can leave them bruised and disappointed - but this same movement can provide the means for a 

future.  
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 Before the Syrian civil war 15% of the total Syrian workforce was in Lebanon (UN 2010, 

ILO 2009) and they comprised upwards of 20-40% of the Lebanese workforce (Attia 2009, 

Chalcraft 2008: 15). Their remittances to Syria, estimated in the early 2000s, accounted for 8% of 

Syrian GDP (Picard 2002: 196). This was one part of Lebanon being a nexus of bodies and money, 

as the nation sends and receives in unique proportions. In 2010 the country ranked 11th worldwide 

for receiving remittances - mostly from Lebanese abroad - which as a measure of GDP, was the 

6th highest in the world (The World Bank 2011). The same year it was 12th in sending remittances 

- from many nationalities including Syrians - making it the 2nd highest proportion in the world, in 

terms of GDP (ibid).  

Syrian migrant men have for decades come to work in Lebanon. Often they first come in 

their youth and this time spans their passage from adolescence, conscription in the Syrian army, 

and into manhood as they save money to get married and support family back in Syria.  Seasonal 

and temporary work in Lebanon offers more lucrative employment. For many, this migration has 

become a rite-of-passage towards proper masculinity; they support their families and wait to start 

their own.  The constellation of migration, marriage, and money are interwoven into this border 

and onto men’s broken bodies and weathered faces as they struggle to send and save enough.   

Yet, these larger goals can become derailed while living in Beirut. Coming of age away 

from home, in the company of men (even if they are relatives), in an urban area with a totally 

different sense of surveillance can lead to premarital sex, drugs, “marrying” migrant domestic 

workers, and even sex work.  Beirut is often narrated as a double edged sword that allows 

opportunity, but can ruin you. Chance, but danger.  It is in this complicated context that these men 

forge their manhood, sexual lives, and intimacies. 

 The lack of robust economic development in Syria coupled with Lebanese emigration has 
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been the perfect marriage for cheap labor. Coupled with a growing youth bulge and the real 

ecological disaster through the Syrian drought.  Many of the Kurds that have arrived in Beirut 

since 2005 onwards, as they have narrated, left parts of the agricultural heartland of Syria 

(especially the NE) due to little rainfall, rendering the working the land worthless.  That has 

brought many less educated, more desperate, men to Lebanon.  

 Take for example Dilbreen and his brothers. I have known Dilbreen since 2007 and his home 

has become a gateway for his extended family from Kurdish Qamishlo to Naba’a (Beirut). 

Dilbreen is illiterate in Arabic and Kurdish as he dropped out of school to work in farming but 

once the drought started he came to Beirut as a teenager. Over the years he has worked in various 

tailoring/sewing jobs. In 2009 his 4th brother came to Beirut; Ahmed was 15 years old.  He arrived 

for the summer and worked selling popcorn in Bourj Hammoud on the street. He gave money to 

his family back in Syria but saved to buy clothes and a used phone. By summer’s end he had a 

new Nokia and was taking pictures to document the trip. It was almost as if coming to Lebanon 

for some of the younger brothers was a rite of passage, a way of growing up, like a summer job 

before the real forming into men through conscription. It was summer camp to embodying 

normative versions of manhood through labor and male surveillance.  Unlike summer camp, 

however, it was not relaxing or indulgent, especially while staying in cramped conditions and 

working long hours at menial jobs.  Yet it did afford a whole new existence: distance from home, 

balancing one’s time, meeting Syrians for all over the country, courting and harassing non-Arab 

female migrant workers, saving money to buy cool graphic T-shirt, experimenting with buzzed 

lines on eyebrows & rat-tails at the barber, and learning new types of work.  The next summer 

Dilbreen younger brother returned, but looked years older.  He was on a mission to save money, 

but also meet girls, have fun, and cruise around on motorbike drinking energy drinks. The coming 
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years caught him in-between Lebanon and Syria due to the age of conscription in Syria and need 

for soldiers, so he had to stay in the village.  Sidelining the importance of capital and bodies there 

is also the trade of hope and disappointment across the border through the years.  What do the 

potential futures of men look like coming to Lebanon?  Ahmed highlights the identification process 

that happens through migration and place making in a neighboring, familiar context of Lebanon.   

When I saw last saw Dilbreen in 2015 he was the only one of his group of friends that 

remained in Lebanon. The rest had gone to Syria to fight, to northern Kurdish Iraq for jobs based 

on an idea of Kurdish community, or had passed through Turkey for an uncertain path to Europe. 

He reminisced about the situation in Lebanon before the Syrian Crisis as being good days, before 

the ensuing economic woes. The Lebanese economy faltered and limped today with the flood of 

Syrian refugees into Lebanon (among other reasons). These refugees recast their own bodies and 

categories, like Dilbreen, into another category of movement: refugees.35 He acknowledged the 

hardship of these new arrivals, but said, using the term heik, “we aren’t like them.”36 He went on 

to say that he had lived there for a long time, as if he belonged or was owed something to Lebanon. 

He wasn’t just coming to Lebanon to get something or seek refuge, he has spent a majority of his 

teenage years, and came into manhood in Beirut, just like some of his brothers. Now he had gone 

from being a worker to a more Syrian refugee. There are multiple Cities in the Cities, ambiguities 

of being seen, hidden, ignored and overlooked. 

 
 
The Hustle is Like This   
 

I saw Fadi before I met him in 2009. My first impression was based on a persona and 

character he built on a gay dating website.37 A mutual friend had introduced my partner George to 

Fadi, saying he needed some new “professional” pictures for his profile and he thought George 
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might be able to help.  They met and started to hang out casually, and on a few occasions, I came 

along. I slowly got to know Fadi over the coming years, especially in 2010.  Fadi worked in 

Lebanon during multiple summers as a teenager, but he was just released from his military service 

in Syria, and returned to Beirut to make his future. He was extremely soft spoken and from the 

agricultural heartland surrounding Aleppo. 

Fadi lived in an “apartment” in Beirut more akin to a room.  His only window could be 

covered with the two palms of one’s hand. There was constantly a flow of 3-5 friends/extended 

family members/roommates cycling through the apartment.  Entering the room one might guess 

how many men were currently staying in the flat by the clothing hung on nails across the wall, like 

deflated bodies.  To better capitalize on working abroad many Syrian men have to split rent and 

household expenses, which allowed them to afford the cost of Beirut.38 His apartment was located 

just three blocks from Dowra, a hub of transit, business, and diverse migrant workers from many 

countries.39   

Fadi had worked occasionally in a bathhouse near Dowra but he wasn’t happy with the 

work. He never mentioned how he entered this work, but he wanted something better.  Knowing 

many men over the years, from similar circles of friends, I suspect his entry into this work in the 

bathhouse might be parallel to Wissam. Wissam lived in the same neighbored, was a few years 

older and he came from similar conditions in Syria, a large family, a struggling agricultural area 

hit by drought, and pressure to earn a living to become some better version of a “man.”  Wissam 

spoke of his arrival in Beirut as a teenager and emphasized how little he knew, compared to now. 

Beirut was a different place in the late 1990s for a Syrian worker. At that time, he didn’t have any 

immediate family to stay with so he lodged himself with extended members from his village. He 

spent days searching for work until his older cousin remarked that someone in the neighborhood 
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needed workers.  In the story he recounted to me Wissam noted he was told he could make a good 

amount of money and the work was “not tiresome”.40 The cousin told him that it was a bathhouse, 

but despite whatever connotations he had, he simply had to fold towels, distribute them, and “take 

care”41 of customers. On his first day he found out that he was intended to give massages to clients.  

Soon he was asked to take a patron into the private massage room and he recounted the story with 

arms flaying and I remembered imagining the massage couldn’t have gone well for anyone. 

Wissam laughed, saying he didn’t know when to stop massaging.  At a certain point the customer 

made a direct reference to what was supposed to happen in the room, centered on a sexual 

exchange.  

Wissam’s narration of this story was a buildup to this moment of surprise, which was 

interwoven with hesitation and nervousness.  In the first rendition of the story he said he never 

returned after that first day although in conversations over the years he mentioned staying for 

months as well as going back in cyclical stints when out of work or hard pressed for money.  Yet 

Wissam’s noted that working at the bathhouse too long was negative; it didn’t align with what he 

called a “correct path”42 of life. Thus, this wrong path of the bathhouse in his mind was linked with 

drugs, crime, and the general distractions which took one’s focus off of the main purpose of being 

in Lebanon: supporting one’s family and saving for marriage.43  Yet, time again, spending so many 

years in Lebanon, from such a formative age, meant coming of age in an urban area: a mix of 

people, more freedoms and liberties, and sense of anonymity for many of these men.  

Fadi was displeased with the hammam and he didn’t stay more than a few weeks. With the 

help of friends he set up an online profile to meet more “respectable”44 men, be this transactional 

and/or for his personal pleasure.  By the next summer he was in a position to move out of Dowra 

and into Furn al Shebbak, where he lived with two middle-aged transgender/non-gender 
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conforming Lebanese MTF in a larger spacious apartment.   By this point he was no longer using 

any Arabic on his online profile, even though he did not speak English.  One of his roommates 

managed his accounts, responded to messages, and in essence, fixed his online presence and 

presumably parts of his schedule. He said his roommates were helpful, like friends helping another 

find work. Over the coming months when I saw him he noted that he was successful in meeting a 

new group (and class) of men who were mobile, had other passports, and spoke many languages.  

He developed new friends which broadened his social and sexual life.  These men had to speak 

English to communicate digitally with him, but Arabic to communicate in person with him. His 

profile served as a filter, facilitated by his roommates, but instituted by him, which connected him 

with men that he likely wouldn’t have met socially except circulating in expensive Beirut. In this 

scenario his body was a surface, and selling point, which was then mediated and limited to those 

that could communicate in English. Fadi didn’t speak much about his new friends or roommates, 

and then quite suddenly, he disappeared. 

Another man, Samir, whom I knew for 3 years, lived in Bourj Hammoud, echoed a similar 

entry point into the queer economy.  He never worked in the bathhouses but his non-digital entry 

into rubbing up queer Beirut happened in the early 2000s before his military service in Syria.  He 

worked on a construction site in Broummana.  One day he walked down the road to run an errand 

and had to carry many bags of goods back up the hill.  About halfway home to the construction 

site a car pulled over asking for direction, and after chatting, offered him a ride. When recounting 

the story Samir made clear that this guy was winking, had darting eyes, and shot glances at his 

body - the semantics of cruising – but he said the man used “his eyes” more than anything.  Samir 

noted he wasn’t a “normal guy”45 to signal non-normative sexual desires/tices.  Samir took the 

offer for the ride up the mountain but he also took the man’s phone number.  When he told me this 
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I teased him.  He said that they “just talked” but Samir later noted that this man came to play an 

important part in his place in Lebanon over the years.  This man put him in touch with his next 

job, which was not on a construction site, and when Samir returned from conscription in Syria 

years later he helped him land another opportunity. Whether they flirted or something more 

significant transpired, is not important - what is significant is that these two men stayed in touch 

and developed a relationship over the years, but changed the course of Samir’s labor and belonging 

in Lebanon. Many migrant men were keen to keep a network of Lebanese as patrons, friends, to 

whom they could ask for phone recharges, clothes, a small loan, but also for if they were arrested 

or got sick and needed the connective social power of a local network (Stout 2014). 

One reading I want to suggest for this chapter, and a larger metaphor for the place the 

migration of Syrian migrants in the context of Lebanon, is the hustle. While many men in this 

chapter engaged in what is often simplistically categorized as sex work, I approach the hustle here 

more as a frame of mind, a cosmology, or a life strategy rather than a functional act that focus on 

sex acts. While hustling is often colloquially used to reference sex work my impetus here to 

highlight the links between acts of hustling and situations of structural oppression and hardship in 

which these men find themselves in. In order to make due in the world they must have craft, 

cunning, and be ready to seize an opportunity.  In 1986 an article for the Harvard Business Review 

names hustling as “flexibility, agility, and being nimble” and a way in business to “take advantage 

of transitory opportunities” which “makes a real difference in how consistently” one wins (Bhide 

1986: 221). Winning, in this case, might constitute just getting by.  

Sex work has become a focal point for much academic work in past decades. Some 

contextualizes regions with a robust industry, such as the Caribbean (Kempadoo 1999), while 

others address sex work in relation to mobility and migration (Agustín 2007; Aoyama 2009) and 
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in relation to tourism (Mitchell 2015; Williams 201b). Stout’s work in Cuba speaks to this shared 

context in Lebanon as her interlocutors “sense of their lives, their relationships, and their place in 

... [a] shifting economic terrain” (2014: 3). The use of the word jinetero (hustler/jockey) in Cuba 

highlights the opportunistic mindset that is similar to these migrant men (ibid). A colleague in 

Egypt suggested this was a purely a situational sexuality, like how she imagined homosexual tices 

in American prisons. In this regard, how is the body is that which allow one to be in Lebanon, 

historically as a “worker” (shageel), yet it is just an asset that functions in many forms. 

By total chance I ran into Fadi at my gym in Bourj Hammoud in 2012. One evening as I 

was working out I looked up, in the panopticon of the mirrored walls, and he was standing a few 

meters away doing bicep curls.  It turns out we both frequented the same establishment but had 

different schedules so never overlapped. It was a small gym under the bridge where everything 

was two-toned red & black and the signs on the wall said: “return weights to their location - talking 

politics is forbidden.” We reconnected and it was interesting to see him in this new social context 

of the gym. Fadi was far more muscular then 6 months prior. I suspected he had ballooned within 

the frame of his slender body by the use of steroids. My first thought as we talked was how smooth 

his skin seemed, seemingly softer now pulled tight with that taut steroid look (especially his 

shoulders which, had the tell-tale sign, it looked like a bulging orange under the skin). Another 

part of my assumption of steroids was guilt by association, as one of Fadi’s training partners was 

a gym regular who had repeatedly told me that if I wanted to get significant results I should do a 

“cycle” (steroids).46  Fadi also had a new tattoo, wrapping his arm.  It was not a stereotypical 

“Syrian” tattoo that many other gym goers had, of an eagle, rose, or names etched in ash and ink, 

but it was tribal.47  He was exited to add that he got the tattoo on vacation in Turkey when he was 

traveling with a friend. He noted that the friend had visited Lebanon for a couple days, from the 
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Gulf, and then invited him to Istanbul, followed by the Turkish coast for Fadi’s birthday.  The 

tattoo was a present. He said he was “between work, but happy”48 and hoped his new friend from 

the Gulf would connect him with work. I was reminded of Samir’s friend walking back from the 

construction site.  

Oddly, my own body became a central part of my relationship to Fadi in the gym.   

Whenever we ran into one another Fadi was my informal trainer. He felt the need to help me get 

more muscle mass (which was generally hopeless), he often gave me advice on how to improve 

my body.  He gave me tips for weightlifting and how he thought he could fully transform my body.  

He kept noting that this set, followed by this exercise, followed by consuming these foods, would 

yield better results. One days he told me “the best thing is the body…good job, you’re getting 

bigger, good for you. Remember how skinny I was, like you.”49 Leaving the gym during this time 

I logged onto Grindr, a gay chat application on the phone, and found Fadi’s profile.  His picture 

filled the frame a disembodied chest – pure muscle & body – but I could see his tattoo as he flexed 

his bicep around his nipple. 

A few months later I switched gyms to be closer to my house in Geitawi as my gym routine 

was not related to this research. At this new gym the coach, and two Lebanese regulars who 

frequented on the same schedule as I, gave me tips for better training.  I had become accustomed 

to expect such guidance and instruction, especially in the masculine and performative spaces like 

the gym, from any man who felt he had more feathers in his peacock plum. One day in 2013 the 

owner and two regulars debated my body, comparing it to a “worker.”50  In short, they collectively 

acknowledged that I was toned, like a “Syrian,” but I was not big, manly, or projecting a more 

idealized male form, reminiscent of bulk (or Bears). Regardless of my own vision of my body, in 

this gym context I was told I didn’t do enough to get bigger. One of the members noted how much 
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I came to the gym but “ what’s the point,” 51 because the workouts didn’t show bulk, it was about 

a vision, not a function. I was reminded of Fadi as he tried to instruct me on a new aesthetics of 

manhood, an obsession with size, and a changing version of idealized masculinity realized through 

volume which he had [synthetically] mastered. The differentiation of a “Syrian”/ “Worker” body 

as toned, but not “big,” rang true.  Ballooning gym bodies and bulk were powerful indices to 

specific exercises, heavy weights, and synthetic drugs.  Fadi and these men at the new gym 

illustrated this on their bodies by the time, resources, and their wills to train, which was etched in 

muscle. This stood in contrast to the body of the “worker” who’s gains were through employment 

and toil on a job that might result in muscle.  Fadi sculpted his body, just as he sculpted his future. 

 There is a connection here (which is a major part of a yet unrealized chapter) in how Syrian 

men are sexualized in the larger queer scene in Beirut.  Even before the Syrian crisis (and before 

that the Iraqi refugees that passed years before), Syrian migrant men are often objectified akin to 

how working class men might be in America. At Bardo, one of the most established and expensive, 

gay bars men would talk about Syrians as “real men,” but also “real Arabs.”  Much of this was 

tucked into perceived (or hoped for) aggression but there was also an implicit understanding that 

if you were with one of these men you would be asked/expected to pay something. As one 

Lebanese acquaintance noted at the bar noted of Syrian men, they will treat you rough, “hit you,” 

and “treat you like a woman.” This was associated with “real” and authentic masculinity. 52 

 
Fadi again disappeared after I switched gyms.  He moved, changed phone lines, and even 

my partner who was in better touch with him than I, lost contact. The last we heard of him, in 

2013, he was too busy to hang out as he prepared for New Years Eve in Kuala Lumpur with an 

Emirati friend. After the holiday he said he wanted to stay in the Gulf, even though he was still in-

between jobs.  Last I checked, in 2014, one could see his profile on a sex web-chat website, listed 
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under Lebanon. His face was that of his younger years, the pictures that that instigated us meeting 

him. Among the new pictures were shots of his body, which had changed in shape and form, 

through muscles, tans and tattoos (some might say the gayest of gay clichés of adornment). His 

body is what brought him to Lebanon and like most Syrian workers, the body is what allowed him 

to remain, to move forward, to earn a living. Is it any surprise we lost touch, he upgraded his house, 

neighborhood, body, and group of friends as he navigated his life in Lebanon – and presumably 

beyond.  

Thus, the hustle here is as much about sexuality as it is about migration and movement. It 

seems like a strategy of misrecognition -  a vague cosmology that depends on context, plays on 

slippages of identities, transforms and mutates representations - all in order to exist. More akin to 

a living strategy than a bounded set of tices or logic. Hustling is more how you are positioned in a 

political economy and how you maneuver towards goals and aspirations, in a clouded landscape. 

In a simplistic way, the hustle is a way to re-sculpt that which seems fateful, to try to change. It 

isn’t just to be a trickster and clever - but to get revenge on one’s fate. 

 

Movements and Futures 
   

Draw lines one way -- you have a shadow.   
Draw them the other way -- you have another shadow.   

Overlay them -- you have a deeper shadow (Miéville 2010: 318) 
 
 

Jwan recently arrived in Germany (August 2014) after a 3-month long journey. He left 

Lebanon to see family in Qamishlo, Syria, and then crossed into Turkey where, with a large group 

of Syrian men, he paid a smuggler53 to guide them through the forest that hugs the boarder with 

Bulgaria and the Black Sea.  He disappeared for weeks until he logged onto one of the smugglers 
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smartphones and sent what amounted to live-time-updates on Facebook as he was in the back of a 

truck crossing the landscape of the EU.  By some chance I happened to be on Facebook and we 

chatted.  Each of his replies was stamped with his location when he sent the message.  I looked up 

the names of small Austrian villages on Google Maps as each of his replies arrived, reflecting the 

location when he hit send. After a few messages it was clear exactly which road he was speeding 

down - the map illustrated his coordinates in a line.  It gave some strange visual to see a Cartesian 

cartographic representation of space, to match the names of unknown locations from instant 

message metadata, all the while knowing that a friend was in the back of a truck with twenty (+) 

other Syrian men on their way to Fortress Europe. It was surreal, exciting and scary.  

        I imaged other vehicles driving on this road in 

Austria, passing what was likely a nondescript commercial 

truck. Jwan disappeared for a moment and then said that his time 

was up and he had to log off. He closed by saying that night they 

would be staying at a home of a Lebanese friend of the smuggler 

and they would wait for the right time to cross he border. The 

next day he messaged, and the red dot indexed his geographic 

location, showing he had crossed into Germany. 

As I write this, the crisis in Syria has only intensified, so 

too the situation in Lebanon. Squalls of refugees reach 

European borders despite efforts to stop leaks from the exterior 

EU countries. One wonders if Syria will become like it’s smaller 

neighbor, Lebanon, drawn into sectarian cleaving and unextractable divisions from which it will 

never resemble its prior self?  A story emerged in September 2015, which could have easily been 

 
Figure 41: Crossing into Germany 

Personal screen capture from phone 
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an alternative future for Jwan.  On the side of the highway in Austria a truck was found with 71 

dead migrants, mostly of Syrian origins (The Local 2015). As Juan Cole noted, regarding this 

story, it was predicted, foretold, and has already played out many times before - namely, in an 

alternative reality in the writing of Ghassan Kanafani (Cole 2015). In Kanafani’s well known 

novel, Men in the Sun ( لاجر يف  سمشلا  ) from 1962, he told of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon that 

couldn’t find work and sought out their futures in the expanding oil economies of the Gulf. They 

were smuggled in the back of a truck to Kuwait, inside water tanks, only to be found dead upon 

arrival. Hope wraps the future as migration signals other locations that draw paths of possibility 

and opportunity.  

When Jwan speaks he sounds nearly Lebanese. He was in Lebanon for his adolescence and 

Syria as a child. The same number of years in each, but for very different stages of life. I used to 

joke with him that his speech, mannerism, and “way of thinking” was Lebanese and I would say, 

“you’ve become Lebanese,”54 which I meant as a compliment and an insult to instigate him.  His 

response in the start of our relationship (2009) was a refusal. As years passed, it changed into, “I 

wish.”55 Months before he left Lebanon (2014) I remember sitting in his apartment in Naba’a as 

he stirred the sugar in his small coffee cup. His pinky finger raised to the side, his long pinky nail 

lengthened his finger. The moment of stirring sugar for him was always a transition and juncture 

into a new conversation.  We spoke of the Syrian crisis and how many people were trying to leave, 

with little to no help from the UNHCR.  He talked about the merits of different smugglers/coyotes 

whom friends had suggested, where each was from, what type of friend recommended them, why 

he would/n’t trust them, who charged how much for which routes, (etc.).56   

Jwan was struggling to find a way to “flee”57 Lebanon. As he stirred the sugar in his coffee 

he said he had to “throw out his nationality.”58 He suggested he would do this in order not to be 
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identifiable, and thus returnable, to Syria.  Once he arrived in Turkey he said he would burn his 

Syrian passport so if he were caught he couldn’t be sent back. He seemed to think that by being 

stateless he might actual be empowered. By hustling the system, he would gain some advantage. I 

wrote notes later that night about this moment, wondered about the mixed emotions burning one’s 

passport must elicit – excitement and fear.   Jwan had a huge smile when he said it and I could see 

him taking pleasure in the idea of destroying the document that marked so many years of his life 

in Lebanon, but also the document that didn’t represent him as a Kurd in the context of Syria. This 

act, a refutation to the Syrian and Lebanese states, but also to the farce of nationality. By burning 

his passport, he could destroy that which held him back, so he hoped he could upgrade. From the 

ash of these pages perhaps a phoenix (or some less majestic bird of possibility) could rise, leading 

him towards a new future. 

I never thought Jwan would make it to Europe.  Over the six years in Lebanon he became 

something like a brother to my partner and I, a brother of whom I was extremely fond, albeit, one 

I didn’t entirely trust. There was a mutual understanding of the different worlds, positions, and 

powers we each had - or wanted. George and I eventually gave Jwan a “loan” for a portion of the 

money he said he needed for the journey out of Lebanon. We knew full well, as my Lebanese 

mother-in-law always notes of money lent in the Middle East, “it will not return” once given. The 

rates the smugglers wanted were outrageous and had increased as the conflict widened, as more 

bodes and lives were caught between the mountains, stones, and banks of the sea.  

In the end we gave Jwan $2,100 from the “$10,000” he said he needed. To be clear, this 

was a huge stretch for my partner and I, both financially and conceptually. We knew this was a 

gift we would not get back, but it had the chance to fundamentally change his life path.  With a 

combination of my fieldwork grant and my partner’s teaching salary we hesitantly surrendered the 
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money to him. Jwan also collected cash from his brother in the mountains outside Beirut and his 

other sibling in Saudi Arabia. He collected money from Lebanese men across the city he had 

known for years (whatever the capacity of their relationship). He said he sold land in the village 

in Syria that he inherited when his dad passed away a decade ago. This is what Jwan recounted, 

although one could never be sure. As he said of others who were good with words, they have 

“sweet tongues,”59 they say what we want to hear.  

Perhaps part of this hustle is getting people to believe in you - in your stories - in the kinds 

of affects they construct, in the hopes they see in you, or in the person they think you can be. Aren’t 

we all caught in various networks of clients, patrons, and benefactors?  These clusters of intimacies 

mark our relationships, between friends, family and lovers, just as they overlay onto our bodies as 

we move in space, as migrants, tourists, emigrants, and refugees.  As I write this I ask myself, did 

Jwan hustle us? Perhaps. Probably. Yet the question falls flat in my mind because Jwan might 

answer that life is heik (like this) - a series of negotiations and messes to fix and overcome. 

Carl Jung said that shadows were unacknowledged parts of the self, a version of the 

unconscious (Jung 1963). Jungian psychology notes that shadows are the ‘‘sum of all personal and 

collective psychic elements which, because of their incompatibility with the chosen conscious 

attitude, are denied expression in life’’ (1978: 228). Is the shadow here an unrealized, 

unacknowledged sexual identity or a perverse desire? Or are the shadows migrant bodies that float 

and seep into Lebanon to work, seeking refuge, and etching out a future? The thing about shadows 

is that they don’t stay still, they are like life, in constant movement, like the sun in the sky. They 

are tethered in cause and effect and they mirror changing aspects of light and atmosphere.  

How might we see a semblance of our own shadow in how it overlaps, intersects, and 

mingles with another? During the last eclipse I learned a term of Astronomy that relates to this, 
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umbra.  In the case of two light sources intersecting an object (say, the moon or earth) there emerge 

gradients in shadows and the space where they overlap is the umbra, darkness on darkness. Maybe 

we don’t see our own shadows, but perhaps we can identify those of others? Was the intimacy 

shared with Jwan one of trust and openness in our respective (sexual) lives on account of how we 

saw the others’ faults, of our own inadequacies and failures that happened to overlap? The fiction 

writer Palahniuk, inspired by Jung’s “shadow work,” noted that maybe “we never see others. 

Instead we see only aspects of ourselves that fall over them. Shadows. Projections. Our 

associations” (2004: 252). Presumably then, we meet in shadows, on the borders of this land that 

used to be united (Bilad al Shams) and under bridges where shadows of self, others, and possible 

futures intersect. 

Similar to many other Syrians narrating coming and existing in Lebanon before the crisis, 

Jwan is trying to merge the dissonance between what he thought “Europe” would be like, and 

where he now finds himself. A Lebanese friend whom had met Jwan many times over the years in 

Beirut, and has no other foreign nationality himself, asked with a tinge of jealousy about his visa 

status in Germany. He wondered if Jwan was now happy that he achieved “his goal” reaching 

Europe and was on the path to citizenship. I threw back the metaphor that it was like playing a 

video game; you reach the next level, but the game isn’t over, you have a new path to navigate. 

Just because Jwan was on an (uncertain) path towards citizenship didn’t mean that he’d “won.”60  

This migration from Syria to Lebanon is one leg of a multi-destination journey across landscapes, 

time, and life. It is similar to locations worldwide which are parts of the “transnational migration 

circuit,” in which lines are blurred between home/away, movement, and fluidity (Rouse 1989). 

Success was to keep going, to keep trying, to make it work: to hustle.  
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Despite the many grass-is-always-greener-over-there conversations we had in Lebanon 

about Germany, Jwan has expressed frustration with aspects of life there, not to mention 

discrimination which he expected he would leave behind in Lebanon & Syria for this land of 

“human rights” and “respect.”61 He is trying to get better housing from the government and has 

adequately learned German.  He is in a different context than Lebanon but one in which his hopes 

and desires through physical mobility are largely the same as they were in Lebanon: save for 

marriage, send money to his mother, and hopefully have some fun along the way.  

In October 2014 I was talking to Jwan on the phone application Whatsapp62. I typed Arabic 

(in Latin script) and he answered via voicememos (short voice recordings). I made reference to the 

expression between the mountain and the stone, now that he was in Germany.  He added that 

sometimes “between the rocks and the stones you’ll find a flower or something green”.63 I pressed 

him on his use of a metaphor in finding something auspicious among a barren landscape, “you 

mean something good?”64 Was his ticket out of Lebanon, and thus Syria, a symbolic flower among 

the sharp rocks of life? Was something “good” a moment of pleasure? He responded: ”there comes 

a day when grass comes out from under the stone.”65  I answered in kind: “everything has it’s 

time,”66 to which he laughed and replied, using the only nickname he has for me, “exactly, you 

foreigner.” 

 

1 In Kaslik or Mameltein.  
2 This guy was also from a rural and poor background which surely complicated his view of Syrians, especially the 
complicated way that Syrians are a crux to Lebanese male masculinity.  
3 This centers on “workers” (shgheel) and not other classes of Syrians. While many Syrians do come to consume and 
enjoy in Lebanon the majority came as migrant and seasonal labor that don’t partake of Lebanon in a traditional sense 
of pleasure as represented in tourism PR/imagination. 
4 As a friend in Lebanon suggested, the Syrians are infact one, if not more than one, confessional identity that play 
into the complicated sectarian political landscape. 
5 This was common for many Syrian men as they have historically not needed a work permit but left every 6 months 
to renew their “papers.” 
6 As the conflict grew the Syrian government increasingly seized young men, as well as not releasing those already 
in the army at the end of their service. 
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7 First he would be taken to the migrant prison, which is in a parking garage in the 3dliyeh roundabout where 
migrants are separated into cells, actually over painted parking spots, based on sex and nationality. Given that he 
was Syrian without a cirimal offense he would likely have stayed a few days, to see if he could muster the 
connections (wasta) to bribe his way out, and if not, taken back to the Syrian border and handed over. In this way 
it’s important to think about the complicity of the Lebanese state with Syrian officials to whom they handed them 
over to. 
8 ye3balou al louthi 
9 The first time I told Jwan the recently deployed political correct term for homosexual in Arabia يلثم  
(“sameness”) he laughed saying “that means nothing” (mish m3na shi), although it might be noted it says as little as 
does heik. 
10 Howa mish heik, bus d3eif 
11 We had many conversations about the idea of getting citizenship, although through marriage, with a member of 
the same sex seemed quite strange to Jwan. 
12 There are other notable terms that deserve attention but will not be analyzed here, such as “double” (dobal) to 
indicate that someone would be active and passive - but particularly to emphasize the passive portion. The term “to 
be strong on you” (beykoun 2wi 3lek) which indicated an active sexual position in “being strong” (penetrative) to 
someone else. One guy joked 2011 when I spoke about parts of my research related to tourism that he knew the 
Minister of Tourism was “like that” (howa heik) and he noted one of his friends was “strong on him” (kan 2wi 3le).   
13 There is much to be said for these two areas in the same municipality and how migrant workers have come to 
occupy them, especially in the predominantly Shia’a owned Naba’a.  See Mona Fawaz’s forthcoming work in 
Naba’a.  
14 There is much more to say about the spaces “under the bridge.” They are liminal space and also ones that beget 
more exploration of walking on foot vs. having a car and the way this predicates a certain interaction based on being 
a walker or drive. Also the ways in which empty spaces are being boarded up, sectioned off, or grossly developed - 
so there remain fewer and fewer dark pockets of the city. In the past few years, many spaces specifically “under the 
bridge” have been securitized and closed off - with chain link fences but also starting with bike patrols from the 
municipality and now cameras which monitor the space to securitize against the migrants, but it sexual, the threat of 
male bodies, because they are “Syrians” or against “migrants” in general.  
15 shi tani 
16 hayda zalame sa2lni al wa2t  / ok, w sho sar b3deen 
17 tyb, w b3deen  / walla shi, bus howa heik 
18 sho y3nni, besh3 walla 7lou 
19 This thing (hal shi) is also another term that functions like heik to make reference to something that in unnamed 
20 She was 14 at the time 
21 2aleoun inno ana heik 
22 No translation written in field notes - written in English 
23 nidf3 alijar 
24 One study examined the usage of standard Arabic compared to colloquial Syrian dialect discourse markers, which 
includes the use of heik (Hussein 2009). Another study in Jordanian Arabic illustrated 10 pragmatic meanings and 
functions of tayyib (Al-Harahsheh and Kanakri 2013).  
25 Benveniste also noted three approaches that euphemisims take: subsitition, mutilation, and the creation of 
nonsense (1949) 
26 Other common terms were fag (louthi), gay (gay), fag (khawl, more Egyptian slang that was used sometimes), 
homosexual (mithli) which few men would have even known and also connects more with identity categories of 
sexuality like gay. 
27 One also is reminded of Israel/Palestine – I was reminded of Syrians in many parts of Beirut but the analogies from 
this work to think about sectarian divisions in Beirut/Lebanon are compelling for how coexistence and spatial 
boundaries are made, sustained and experienced.  Also, without doubt, one also thinks of Israel/Palestine when reading 
this work. 
28 The role of Palestinians’ labor in Lebanon is complicated, as they are not allowed to work, and intertwined with 
the history of Syrian workers. (citation). 
29 The statistics of Lebanese from the diaspora are equally problematic, as they were folded into “Lebanese” 
numbers (if recorded) or into the second nationality category.  
30 By this point 13% of the national income was estimated to come from “tourism” (Economie 1966:80). 
31 Jordanians have been the largest group of Arab tourist nearly constituently from the 1960s (See all Economie) 
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32 Syrians were constructed as an “other” and during the economic crisis of the early 1980's a growing discourse in 
the media came to blame Syrians as a systemic cause of financial malaise. These discourses stoked wider 
immigration policy, but also reattributed values of what were once were “brothers” into an other.  
33 There is much more to explore in how Syrian are (or aren’t) counted and categorized historically and until today.  
Within the last decade the statistics from the Central Administration for Statistics (CAS all monthly records of 
movement/tourism) repeatedly note all nationalities (from statistics obtained from The General Security) but often in 
totals there are brackets and notes which says (excluding Syrians).  The number of Syrians in the past years also 
fluctuates wildly and one wonders how accurate they are. 
34 With Syrian citizenship versus many Kurds who have varies states of il/legality in Syria 
35 There is a paper in development that speaks to this exact issue of how Syrian migrant men who were established 
in Lebanon went to great length to differentiate and refute the “other” Syrians that were recasting their own value in 
the country.  
36 nehna mish heik 
37 manjam.com 
38 This stands in contrast to the many workers who stay on construction sites and are housed there, but also confined 
there, and generally lead a very difficult life in terms of labor, circulation, and integration those those who are more 
akin to free agents, specifically in Beirut and locations like Naba’a. 
39 Many in Lebanon cite Hamra, where the American University of Beirut is located, as the cosmopolitan center of 
Beirut - yet Dowra is surely the mirrored, or refracted, image of this “cosmopolitan” lens, but one which serves 
many classes, shades of skins, and a large diversity of working and lower class nationalities (Lebanese, Syrian, Iraqi, 
Sudanese and all nationality of non-Arab domestic/migrant workers). 
40 ma fi t3eb 
41 i7tem fioun 
42 tarik alsa7 
43. 
44 ademeh / a7san 
45 sh3b 3deh 
46 From my own assessment, steroids are rampantly used by many men across class and nationality. 
47 It reminded me of the 1990’s slogan “NO FEAR” mixed with barbed wire. 
48 bayn shughl bus mabsout 
49 a7la shi al jism, 3feek, 3m tikbar, bravo. Titzakir sho daf3an kent, mithlak. 
50 shagheel - but often is a derogatory synonym for Syrian. There are many times Syrian migrant ment are refered to 
simply by this term rather than Syrian, or men, or migrants. 
51 Tayb, la shou?! 
52 As this a young Lebanese man noted on his blog after a sexual encounter with a Syrian man:  “I had the feeling 
that I really had a man laying there, made me remember why I was into men in the first place. I even felt it was 
exotic, you know, similar for what Europeans look for in Arabs. Some even come here just for the sake of being 
with an Arabic oriental man. I hear you Sistas. I know why you seek it now” (Tinkerbell 2013).  
53 semsar 
54 sert lebnani 
55 ya rayt 
56 Another Syrian friend at the time wanted to leave and he said he heard people were taking boats from Tripoli in 
the north of Lebanon due for Greece.  He thought getting on a boat meant “death.” We have witnessed the extent of 
desperation for people taking these sea routes in the last year. 
57 yehrub 
58 buddi keb jinseti 
59 linsano 7lo 
60 As we see in the threats of deportation, blocked boarders, resettlements in other nations – let alone the conditions 
under which people are then able to integrate and live in Europe. 
61 H2u2 alinsan, i7teram 
62 Smartphone messaging application have become very popular in the Middle East. See McCormick (2014) for  
63 bayn al hajjar w sakhra bitla2i shi warde aw akhdar 
64 y3nni shi 7lou? 
65 illa ma yiji youm w titla3 al hashish min ta7t al hajjar 
66 y3nni, kel shi 3ndo wa2to 
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